Question One: Status
or discrimination?
BY JENNIFER O'NEILL

misleading and confusing."
Pukkila said that if the referendum is passed it will "prevent lesbiThe civil rights of gays and lesbi- ans and gays from being a protected
ans could be seriously affected by a class."
referendum that will come before
Pukkila and MWD literature also
Maine voters on November 7.
note that the referendum will affect
Question One on Maine state many other groups besides gays and
ballots this election day would es- lesbians. Among the other specific
sentially limit the special class sta- groups who would be denied spetusof certain groups,including gays cial class status if the referendum
and lesbians, and in effect legalize passes are veterans, persons with
discrimination against them,accord- low income, smokers and noning to Reference Librarian Marilyn smokers, Worker's Compensation
R. Pukkila, an acclaimants, huntmember
of
tive
ers, citizens reMaine Won't Disceiving public ascriminate
sistance, union
"Maine hasn 't ,
(MWD).
organizers and
doesn
'
t
and
Maine
MWD is a
health care workwon'
t
discriminate.
"
group formed
ers.
specifically forthe •Governor Angus King
"In terms of
purpose of defeatthe law, people
ing the referenthink that civil
rights applies to
dum.
Currently, gay men and lesbi- everyone, but really it only applies
ans are not protected from dis- to specific groups," said Pukkila.
Supportersand opponents of the
crimination by either the state or
federal constitutions, according to referendum came together May 2 at
legal information provided by the Augusta Civic Center in order
MWD.
to publicl y debate the issue. The
According to MWD , the refer- debate was recorded on film in "Speendum will appear as the first ques- cia l Class S tatus or Discrimina tion ?,"
tion on the November 7 ballot for made by Colby students for AssociMaine state elections, and is worded ate Professor of English Phyllis
as follows:
Mannochi's class "American
Do youfav or the changes in Maine Dreams."
law limiting-protected classifications in
"In a nutshell, this initiative is
f uture, state an d loca l laws to race, about protecting traditional civil
color, sex, p hysical and mental disabil- rights in this slate from an aggresity, religion, age, ancestry, nationa l sive takeover by a special interest
origin,familial status, and marita l sta- group that does not meet the means
tus, an d repea ling existing laws which test nor does qualif y for the special
exp a n d these classifications as propose d status that they seek," said Carolyn
by citizen petition ?
JZosby,spokesperson for Concerned
MWD literature criticizes the Maine Families,a group which supwording of the referendum saying ports the referendum,
that "the language is deliberately see Q UESTION ONE on pa ge 4
Staff Writer
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Plans courtesy of TFH Architects
Plans f o r the Pugh Center , which will be completed by the start of 1996-97 year.

Campus leaders celebrate
Pugh Center ground breaking
BY ALISON BORNSTEIN &
ALYSSA GIACOBBE

News Editor and Asst. NewsEditor
Colby begancelebrating theconstruction on its $500,000 "common
ground" center for students of all
races, cultures and religions with a
ground breaking ceremony on Saturday.
"Right now our biggest challenge is ahead of us," said Stu-A
President Tom Ryan '96. "Our goal
is to bring all of us into dialogue and
make the Pugh Center into its best
potential."
"The most important contributors [to the center] were the stu-

dents and the trustees," said President William Cotter. "The idea came
about when the students went to
the trustees two years ago ... and
presented them with a new p lan for
residential life."
"When the trustees picked up
the challenge, they said it was so
important that they would find the
funds," said Cotter. "We needed a
way to bring clubs together and reemphasize our desire to makeColby
aware of our increasingly diverse
society."
"I think that it showed a good
stride by President Cotter and the
trustees to react to students as
quickly as they did," said Lawaun

Curry '97. Curry found the administration to be, "really receptive to
students' comments."
"[I] always thought thatstudents
could make a change,but until now
never really had any proof," said
Curry.
The Pugh Center is a 7,000 square
foot addition to the Student Union
and resulted from campus-widediscussion about the need for a
multicultural venue. It is named for
Larry Pugh '56, chair of Colby 's
board of trustees, and his wife,Jean
Van Curan Pugh '55. The Pughs
contributed the leading gift for the
new building and encouraged other
see PUGH CENTER on page 4

Minorit y enrollment fall s below expectations
BY CARMEN SPEAR
C ontribut ing Writer

The largest number of multicultural students in Colby 's history applied and were
accepted as part of Colby's entering class last
year. However, an even smaller number than
normal actually enrolled , according to Director of Admissions Thomas Kopp.
The College accepted 188 of the 312 mii nority students who applied to the Class of
1999 , but only 46 chose to attend Colby, ac< cording to Admission's statistics. "We exJ pected to have a better year than we had,"
s said Kopp. "The problem is that we had a
v very strong appl icant pool a nd they had a lot
c of choices."
According to Kopp, up until this year
t the break-down has been relativel y even
a among the different minority groups, but
tl this year's group consists pf 32Asian-Ameri-

cans, 6 African-Americans, and 4 HispanicAmericans.
"Our greatest concern is to encourage students to identif y Colby as one of the schools
they want to pursue," said Kopp. "Our retention rate of those numbers tends to be very
high. Colby students, both majority and minority, do a fantastic job p resenting the College as it is."
The retention rate for multicultural students at other NESCAC school s is similar,
ranging from 26 to 39 percent, according to
Kopp.
"Colby tries to recruit African-American
students by telling them that a diverse campus alrea d y exists here,"said Kim Parker "97.
"When a few brave individuals make the
decision to come to Colby we are expected to
educate the rest of the campus while sacrificing our personal integrity and identities. Diversity at Colby is a joke."

"If I was a minority student, Colby would
look like a really homogeneous community
and it might seem daunting to think, 'are
there going to be any other minority students
here?'" said Amy Ostermueller '96.
Despite decreasihg numbers, other students seemed to feel that the College is doing
a good job at attracting a diverse student
body. "I'm seeing so many international students from all over the place," said Kazumi
Nakanishi '98. "It's been like a first step for
Colby to change that. [Colby] is definitel y
trying hard to bring more diversity to campus."
According to of the Asian-American Students Organization (ASA) President Va Moua
'97, the ASA would like to work with Admissions by acting as overnight hosts for prospective minority students and answering
any questions they may have.Moua said that
the number of minority students is "very

small if you look at the big picture,but it has
been growing every year."
"Colby needs to make the minority students they alread y have on campus feel comfortable before they even attempt to recruit
more," said Parker.
"Some [students] aregoingto leave," K op p
said. "Colby is not the best school for everyone."
This year's drop in multicultural students
enrollment is concerning to the Admissions
Department. "In any given year what can
h app en and why is hard to say," said Kopp.
"We are doing research on that now."
According to Kopp, the most important
thing for Colby to do is to recruit student
volunteers to assist Admissions by hosting
prospective students of color and spending
time with these students on their visits. "It is
a time commitment," said Kopp. "You can 't
bring a student here and just leave them."Q
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Colby's rankin g botched
President William Cotter received apologies this week from the
editors of U.S. News and World Report 's "A merica 's Best Colleges"
guidebook. Managing Editor Al Sanoff wrote to Cotter expressing
regrets that, in the latest edition of the guidebook, there were errors in
information pertaining to Colby . "Due to a composition mistake,"
Sanoff wrote, "in our list of the top 25 national liberal arts schools, we
transposed some of the data."The guidebook reversed some information between Colby and Mt. Holyoke, which tied for 19th place. The
error was discovered and corrected in time for the annual magazine
issue, which will appear on newsstands this week. (AG)

Young to speak at Colby

Andrew Young, a civil rights leader and former Congressman and
U.N. Ambassador will be the featured speaker at the annual Ralph J.
Bunche Symposium on Sunday, October 1, at 7 p.m. in the Page
Commons Room. Young, whose continued role in national and international arenas was influential in the organization of the 1996 Summer
Olympic Games in Atlanta, now serves as co-chair of the city's games
committee. (AB)

Wellness credits resolved

Due to lack of space at the September 14 combined Spotlight
Lecture and Wellness Seminar featuring Dr. Jean Kilbourne, all students will be given a free wellness credit regardless of attendance.
(AB)

Colby walks for diabetes
Sunday, Dina Phister-Mandes '96 will participate in the Maine
Walktoberfest for the American Diabetes Association. The walk is
sponsored nationwide, and the central Maine chapter is located in
Waterville. "I am going to be walking, in essence, for the Colby
community," said Phister-Mandes. She hopes to gain support from
Colby students, faculty and staff in bolstering her pledge money. "You
don't have to do hardly anything," said Phister-Mandes. "Just drop a
dollar in the box and put your name on it. Usually people are driven
by things that affect them. It's in my family, but diabetes affects a lot •
of people, and I am just happy to raise some money in Colby's name."
(WG)
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Echo p hoto by J ennifer Ativood
Mid-Maine homeless shelters offer food and shelter to the homeless of three counties.

Colby fights homelessness
BY MOLLY FRAZIER
Contributing Writer

As homelessness becomes a
more urgent problem in American
society, there is a desperate need for
more people to help any way possible. Thomas Morrione, professor
and chair of sociology and anthropology, plays an active role by contributing his time and efforts to the
Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter in
Waterville.
"Homelessness is one of those
things most people don't pay attention , to," said Morrione, who has
spent the last 20 years helping
peop le. He has been involved with
the shelter since its opening five
years ago and he now is on the MidMaine Homeless Shelter board .
Since 1971, Morrione's contributions to the community have been
extensive. Not only has.he given his
time to the shelter,but hehas worked
with Social Services and the
Kennebec Valley Regional Health
Agency, or Health Reach.
Morrione said thathomelessness
is on the rise and volunteers are

appreciated and needed. "There is
always a need for volunteers," said
Morrione. "People can help in many
ways; they don't even have to be
down attheshelter preparing meals.
Helping with anything can make a
difference."
The Mid-Maine Homeless Shelter provides accommodations for
Franklin, Somerset and Northern
Kennebec county homeless, according to a brochure provided by the
shelter. The shelter must attend to
an extensive area and relies on support from people in the community.
Colby students have been active
in help ing the homeless. Through
the Colby Volunteer Center (CVC),
more than 15 students volunteer
regularly at the Homeless Shelter
and severalhave places on theboard.
"The interest from the CYC has
caught fire/' said Morrione."People
are truly dedicated in what they are
doing. They have a tremendous
impact."According to Morrione,his
sociology classes have shown interest in volunteer work for the shelter.
"Colby 's effect is absolutely essen-

tial."
Though many peopleplay a large
role in the welfare of the community, others have misconceptions
about homelessness. "The stereotypes by and large don't hold true,"
said Morrione. "It is a crisis situation for [the homeless], not a choice
or a lifestyle. People are at the end of
their choices."
Morrione encourages Colby students to volunteer, for he believes
the problems of homelessness can
only get worse. "Once people learn
more about the needs of the homeless, the shelter will be more able to
meet their needs."
As a sociology professor,
Morrione said he finds his involvement a learning experience. "To me,
as a sociologist, it is a very interesting sociological topic because of its
comp lexity. Homelessness is not a
simple thing to analyze. So many
different problems — social, economic, mental,emotional—affect a
person who is homeless," said
Morrione. "It is a living, learning
experience — doing the right thing
for the right reasons."Q

Harassment advisory group
promot es student involvement

people to know that this group is STDs, sexual identity and unBY RENEE LAJEUNESSE
.out there to hel p, " said planned pregnancy. The resource
Contributing Writer
!Sanzenbacher.
line is available from Sunday
The Harassment Advisory through Thursday between 10 and
The Harassment Advisory <Group is interested in becoming a 11 p.m. at x3060, and is staffed by
Group held its first meeting of the larger part of the campus and reach- trained student volunteers.
year on Friday and was able to dis- ing out more, according to
This year's project, at the sugcuss both present concerns on camgestion of Professor of Latin Ameriendeavors.
pus and upcoming
can Literature Jorge Olivares, is to
"We want people to take all of the information and phone
The "Screw Your Roommate"
poster and its effect on the campus know that thi s group
numbers that the group has comwas the first issue brought to attenpiled and make it even easier to
is out ther to help. " access by students. Their goal is to
tion.
-Director of Special
"Theconsensus of the group was
put it on the general server, where
Programmin g and
students can access the information
that people were concerned with the
use of the word 'meat,'" said Direcat all times and from the confidentiWomen 's Ser vices
tor of Special Programming and
ality of a computer.
Joan
Sanzenbacher
Services
Women 's
Cori Green '96, one of the four
Joan
Sanzenbacher. "We hope [the constudents in the group, wants more
troversy] helped bringa lotof people !Sanzenbacher. The group continues students to know about its mission.
to an awareness of something they ito sponsor a strictly confidential peer "We wan t people to know that the
took casuall y but was demeaning to jresource line where students can group is out there," said Green. "It
50 percent of the Colby population." <call with questions or concerns and doesn't have to be used for people
According to Sanzenbacher, a 1be given answers or numbers to call tovoice concerns and problems,they
prompt letter of apology written by Ifor help. Access to information can can just call us for information."
the Student Association (Stu-A) was 1be given on problems such as alcoPink cards with the names and
"a good th ing " and hopes that the ]hol and drug abuse, sexual assault ex ten sions of all twelve members of
exper ience "serves to sensitize a ian d harassmen t issues, family is- the Ha ra ssment Adv isory Group,
; isues, relationship violence, depres- whom people are welcome to call,
larger group on campus."
The group also discussed goals .sion and anxiety, acquaintance rajpe, are posted in all dormitories to fu rfor the upcoming year. "We want 1bereavement, eating problems, ther help Colby students.Q

Colby Democrats kick-off strong
BY MELISSA GERBI
Contributing Writer

Emmett Beliveau '99 hosted the
first meeting of the Colby Democrats on September 20 in the Philscm
Lounge.
Beliveau began the meeting by
discussing some of the directions
in which he hopes to see the group
go. His main goal is to "raise awareness" by bringing candidates to
campus, such as U.S. Senate candidate Phil Marrow.
Joining Beliveau in leading the
meeting was Peter Chandler, a recent Wesleyan Universitygraduate
v/ho is currently campaign director
for theMaine State Democratic Caucus, as well as a media affairs advisor for Marrow. Chandler worked
with Beliveau this summer for a
Maine Democratsgroup in Augusta.
Chandler also works with the College Democrats of America and said
he considershis timewith them "one
of the most important components
of [his] time at Wesleyan."

ard Gephardt to campus, according to Beliveau.
"House Democratic leader Richard Gephardt is coming on October 28, and we have been promised
access," said Beliveau. "Although
it doesn't allow much time to organize theevent,the assembled group
quickly voiced support for the
idea."
Chris Vaughn '98 said that there
is a "broad support base" on campus and thegroup decided to adopt
this plan as its first major event.
The group made it clear, however,
that the planned rally was for addressing proposed cut-backs in federal student aid.
"Twenty-five thousand people
from Maine will lose financial aid"
if the plan is passed, according to
Chandler. In addition to Colby students, Beliveau hopes to get students from Bates, Bowdoin and the
University of Maine to participate
as well.
"I was excited about the turnout at last week's meeting," said
Beliveau.Q

"I was excited about
the turnout at last
week's meeting. "
- Emmett Beliveau *99
Holding rallies, a voter registration drive and planning debates
with the Republican group on campus are other goals, according to
Beliveau. Beginning with an antihomosexual referendum which will
be on the November ballot,
Beliveau hopes to "unify with other
groups on campus" as well as the
group Maine Won't Discriminate,
to combat the proposal.
"I hope to have the Democrats
work with Maine Won't Discriminate to put together an active voter
list to be used in contacting people
about upcoming issues," said
Beliveau.
Perhaps the biggest issue at this
point is the intention to bring Rich-

Parking problem addressed
at President's Council
BY CHARLES COSTANZO
Contributing Writer

Parking and IBM computer support were amongtheitemsdiscussed
at the second Presidents' Council
meeting of the year.
President of theStudent Association (Stu-A) Tom Ryan '96 and Parliamentarian Gerry Perez '96 presided over the council as several new
issues came to the floor.
Director of Security Richard Nale
and Assistant Director of Security
Dan Benner presented a new parking plan. According to Nale,the construction of thePugh Center,theOlin

Science Center and the Schupf Wing
of the art museum have eliminated
many parking spaces for both students and faculty.
The increased numberof off-campus students has created a need for
more commuter parking spots. In
order to compensate for the loss,security will institute a series of parking changes on campus including
increased commuter parking in the
Mary Low/Coburnlot andthecomplete removal of on-campus student
parking in the first row of the Foss/
Woodman lot. Changes may also be
occurring within the Hillside parking area, according to Nale.

Heights President Adam Piersall
'98 raised the question of technical
support for IBM users. According to
Piersall, Colby is a Macintosh campus and IBM users are a minority.
"Last year there was some technical support," said Piersall. "But
this year they've posted signssaying
there won't be any." Ryan commented after the meeting that "it's a
problem for Computer Services."
"It's good to see that the presidents are getting a feel for theirjobs,"
said Stu-A Treasurer Brian Golden
'97. "I think that last week's meeting
started to explore the differentchannels for action/'Q

Did y ou ever wonder...?
ing cereals and they were not as
fresh. We got complaints too/'
Now there are only eight cereals.
'The change in number was to
provide better quality and to
maintain the freshness ," said
Bayle. "Now we are at a manage *
able level." According to Bayle,
there are four cereals that stay
out and the sugar cereals are
rotated.UI

Wiere have all the cereals in
Dan a gone ?

was two rows high, ten cerealslong.
You could almost try a new cereal
eveiyday fora month—from Coco
Ah, the early mornings of Puffs to Captain Crunch to Raisin
yester-year. Sauntering to Dana Bran. And now... blah. Fewer and
to peru se the wall of cereal. All fewer choices, usuall y none with
the sugar cereals Mom wouldn 't marshmallows.
buy you at home , available in
"We had so many out there tha t
unlimited quantity all day long. they went stale/' said Bill Bayle,
At least two classes at Colby must manager of Lovejoy dining serremember the days when the wall vices. "We kept adding and add-
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An Air ForceAWACSjetcrashedshortl yafter takeofffromElmendorf
Air Force Base in Alaska on Friday. The Airborne Warning and Control
System jet was beginning a four hour training mission when it went
down,apparently from lack of power.Twenty-two Americans and two
Canadians were killed in the crash,which igniting 125,000 pounds of jet
fuel , .sources said that geese may have caused the crash as they were
sucked into one of the four engines. This was the first time since their
introduction in 1977 that one of the $180 million AWACS planes has
crashed. Investigators are continuing the search for clues.

® PLO, Israel reach agreement

On the eve of the Jewish new year, Rosh Hashanah, leading negotiators from the Israeli government and Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) have initialed a deal which will extend Palestinian selfrulebeyond Jericho and Gaza. The agreement,which was initialed over
the weekend, will include Israel's release of thousands of Palestinian
prisoners,the removal of Israeli security forces from seven townson the
West Bank and the election of a new Palestinian governing council.
Yassar Arafat, the leader of the PLO, said he hoped this would start the
Palestinian people on a path to their own country. The agreement will
be signed by Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin at a
ceremony scheduled to be held today at the White House.

•AT&T dismantles itself
Telecommunications giant AT&T announced last Wednesday that
it will divide into three separate companies. The announcement came
as a shock to the business world at a time when most companies are
combining into larger conglomerates. AT&T executives expect no
change in the level of service for their customers,and hope that misplan
will enable each company to focus on its own products. The new
companies will each specialize in their own areas,one in telecommunications, including long distance, cellular and computer on-line services; another in telephone and computer hardware; and a third in
complex computer systems for businesses.

•Washington Post prints
Unabomber manifesto
Attorney General Janet Reno,the New York Times and the Washington Post shared the cost of printing the Unabomber's 35,000 word
manifesto in last Tuesday's edition of the Post. The Unabomber, who
the FBI believes is responsible for a 17-year mail-bombing campaign
which has killed three people and injured 23 others, mailed his manifesto to the two papers, offering to stop the killings if one of the two
printed the entire document within three months, including three
annual follow-up messages. After an extensive investigation by the
FBI, the manifesto was deemed to be consistent with the history of the
suspect and , the papers were encouraged to print the document. The
Post ran it on Tuesday to avoid the higher circulation of the weekend
editions.

•Netscape security flawed
A serious flaw in the popular Netscape Navigator software used for
exploring the World Wide Web, a part of the Internet, was found early
last week. The defect in the program's security coding system enables
cyber-criminals to gain access to confidential information in electronic
commerce transactions,such as credit card and bank account numbers,
which the software is supposed to keep private. The company which
makes the software, Netscape Communications Corporation, announced that it would offer a secure version of the software with more
complex security codes as early as this week. An estimated 8 million
people currently use the Netscape Navigator software.

Comp iled by Ko l Harvey f rom reports in the New York Times
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PUGH CENTER, continued from page 1
Colby trustees to provide the
financial support to make the
new wing possible.
It was proposed by a special
Trustee Commission on
Multicultural and Special Interest Housing that studied for almost a year the implications of a
multicultural residence hall and
other means of promoting
multiculturalism.
"This is a significant addition to the Student Union as students will have all cultural, religious and ethnic groups under
one roof ," said Director of Student Activities Ben Jorgensen.
"We made sure that the
building reflected what students
wanted because we want it to
serve us well for a long time,"
sai d Cotter .
Scott Teas, of TFH Architects,
worked in conjunction with students and trustees on the design. "The process of working
with students and faculty is an
opportunity we don't always
get," said Teas. "We really tried
to give students a building centered around their needs. It was
a wonderful process. The work
went as well, if not better, than
anticipated."
"I am realizing the potential
impact the facility will have on
the campus is unique to Colby,"
said Teas. "Rather than appeasing, everyone is celebra ting diversity as this is a place to share
with the rest of campus."
Plans for the Pugh Center include a meeting space for about
100 people, a small lounge, several new offices and two kitchens, one of which will be kosher. Initial residents of offices
in the center will include the
Asian-American Student Association, the Bridge, Colby Christian Fellowship, the East Asian
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Cultural Society, Hillel, the International Club, Muslim Students,
the Newman Society, Society Organized Against Racism (SOAR),
Students Organized for Black and
Hispanic Unity (SOBHU), the
Women's Group and the Student
Association (Stu-A).
"For once all the clubs are in
the same place, making everyone
more organized and more visible," said Stu-A Cultural Chair
Jen Rose '98.
Club members expressed excitement over the new building.
"We hope to have more interaction with other groups and a
brighter future at Colby with everyone working together," said
James Harris '98, a representative
of SOBHU.
"The Pugh Center is important because it will give us a
chance to interact with other
groups. It will bring all the groups

According to Pukkila, Fein was
involved in passing similar legislation in the states of Oregon and Colorado.
"Maine hasn't, Maine doesn't
and Maine won't discriminate,"said
governor Angus King, according to
the Community Pride Reporter. "Do
we want to send a message that we
are going to discriminate, that we
are going to legalize discrimination?"
"It always comes as such a shock
to people when they are told that
gays and lesbians can be legally discriminated against," said Jonathan
Bardzik '96.
Pukkila said that "even if this
referendum is defeated ,we still need
, ,
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and clubs together and allow us
to celebrate our differences ,"
said Myra Diaz '98, a representative of SOBHU. "We are working together this year on getting together with clubs, doing
programming and promoting
more activities."
"We hope to reall y build a
community based on understanding between Judaism and
other religions on campus,"said
Hillel's Sarah Olbrich '97.
Construction on the Pugh
Center will be completed by the
beginning of the 1996-97 academic year. "We look forward
to the f inalization when we can
all use the building as it has
been outlined," said Pugh. "It's
a wonderful step for the Colby
community, and the Trustees
are not only supporting this financially,but they are behind it
1000 percent. "Q

to pass a law protecting lesbians and
gays."
"Even when we defeat this referendum in November, gay men and
lesbians will still not have protection
from discrimination in the areas of
employment, housing, credit and
public accommodations," states
MWD's legal information sheet.
Bardzik said "students should
know that they are eligible to vote in
Maine."
OnOctoberll,Colbywillbehosting speaker Rosemary Dempsey of
the National Organization for
Women. Dempsey will givea speech
entitled, "Stopping the Politics of
Hate," regarding the issue of Question One.Q
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Larry Pugh '56 , Lawaun Curry '97 , Dean of Students Jan ice
Kassman, Josh Woodfork '97, and President Bill Cotter
break ground on the Pugh Center.
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Q UESTION ONE, continued frompage 1
Other proponents for the referendum, then titled "LD 310," spoke
at the rally,citing violence against
gays and lesbians as "an extremely
rare occurrence in Maine"and a reason there is no justification for granting special status to that group.
The author of the referendum,
Bruce Fein, an attorney from Virginia, also spoke at the rally. "I think
it's a misconception to believe that
you are inevitably advancing the
cause of equal opportunity and fairness for all simply by expanding
thosecategories under thecivil rights
laws that obtain special protected
class status. If that were true I suppose you would make everybody a
protected category, " said. Fein.
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Arts and Entertain ment

God Street Wine* Angry Salad prove worthy
BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

The 810 fans on hand for Saturday's God
Street Wine concert were ready for a good
time. The floor pulsed with bass from the
speakers, bodies were covered with danceinduced sweat and the mood was intoxicating. It was a friendly night, and the show had
plenty of high points.
Theopening song was "Princess Henrietta ,"
which is also the first track from GSW's most
recent release, "$2.99 Romances." It was a
strong number to begin with, since the crowd
clearly wanted to begin with a high-energy
song, but acoustically it had several kinks and
it lacked the tightness found throughout the

rest of the night's performance.
"Stone House " started a potent sequence of
songs and the atmosphere reached a fervor .
The next song "Stup id Hat," a guitar-based
scalar jam that was a mix between Jethro Tull
and a classical overture, proved to be a fine
transition into "Bring Back the News." For a
moment the mood faded, but when singer/
guitarist Lo Faber sang the words "When you
walk into the dark/You must put your slippers on," the momentum was regained.
The next song, "Wendy, " was the highlight
of the first half of the show.
During the second half,theband explored
theirmoreexperimentalsidebyreachingback
in their repertoire to their first album, "Bag, "
"Upside Down and Inside Out " was a spaced

number, and the rapped /spoken song
"He llfire" followed with its strongest part coming at its "come on down" section.
Towards the end of the set, they played a
funky version of "Nightingale" which featured the "shake it down" portion which is
only played live. The last chord of the Beatles
cover song "A Day in theLife" was a deafening
finish.
GSW played three songs for their encore.
"Get on the Train " started things off again.
Aaron Maxwell's vocals, which are bit more
polished than Faber's, were featured on the
romantic cover of Van Morrison's tune "Into
the Mystic ". The crowd pleasing "Moll y " f inished off the show.
Angry Salad was an engaging opening

Live from New York.^God Street Wine
BY E. M. DUGGAN
Managing Editor

It seems just about the only big
mistake which has had alasting effect
on the band God Street Wine was the
mispronunciation of their original
nameyears ago.Although they won't
reveal what that name was, it came
out God Street Wine,and stuck. Since
then,although theysaid manypeople
have thought they were a religious
revival group, GSW has only gotten
better with age, and are traveling in
their van down the slow road to fame.
"Let's not talk about that, or we'll
get kind of bitter,"laughed Jon Bevo,
GSW's keyboardist,at the mention of
the van. "It was really awful when we
did the H.O.R.D.E tour because all
these other bands had real nice buses,
and we'd pull up in our van."
Regardless of how they got there,
the members of GSW agreed that being on the H.O.R.D.E tour was a good
experience and opening for bigger
bands like Blues Traveler gave them
freedom (and exposure) when performing.
"There's no real pressure on the
opening band,"said Dan Pif er,bassist. "We were playing in some pretty
big rooms on the east coast, and if
they didn't sell out no one could
blame us."
i

i _.i

"We're five
extremely differen t
people who
probably wouldn't
be friends if we
weren't in the band
together."
-Jon Bevo

Although the band said they had
a great time playing for larger, new
crowds, the time constraints placed
on opening bands began to cramp
,
their style.
"By theend of theH.O.R D.E!tour
I was psyched to come out and p lay a
whole show," said Pifer.
Not only do the members of GSW
travel in tight quarters when they are
on tour, three of them still live together in their house outside New
York City.
"At first we had to live together
for financialconsideration/'said Bevo.
He, Pifer and Lo Faber (lead guitar ,
vocals) went to NYU together and
werejoined seven years agoby Aaron
Maxwell (guitar, vocals) and Tomd
(drums), who also went to school in
New York.
"We're five extremely different
people who probably wouldn't be

friends if we weren't in the band together,"said Bevo. "1 think that's almost what makes it work."
The relationships between the
band members has been the constant
in their years together, all original
members still in the band. Outside
factors have recently gone through
many changes, such as a switch in
sound men, picking up a new manager in 1993 and leaving Geffen
Records after a brief one album stint.
returning them to independence.
"If it didn't sound like Hole they
didn't want anything to do with it,"
said Pifer.
Not having the support of a label
has put the band on the roaci even
more,to increase revenue and exposure. While they enjoy the artistic
freedom, the perfect scenario now
would be to complete their next album on their own and have it picked
up by a label who did not want to alter
much of it.
If that happened,GSWis certain it
would only make their music better.
"Success would certainly afford
us to take more time off during the
year/ and that would be nice," said
Pifer. "We could spend more time bn
writingmiisic...Idon'tthinkwe'llever
lose out identity due to success—this
isabout the music.If it becomes somesee GSW on page 11

Belle de Jour *
returns to screen
BY HILLARY KANE

but by day she becomes "Belle
de J our " —a prostitute in a posh
Parisian brothel.
In a comical / captivating and
Recentl y re-released , surrealist Luis Bunuel' s 1970 film puzzling emergence , the plot
"Belle -fe/0«r "brings an intri gu- thickens and twists with such
ing and introspective melange an unexpected abruptness that
of images and themes to the it leaves the viewer in a scintilscreen.
lating contemp lation. Realit y
In appearance , Severine and dream are juxtaposed and
(Catherine Derieuve ) and her intertwined to a point of confuhusband could;nqt better - per- sion. Imp lications of a childsonif y a beautiful , wealth y and hood molestation , sado-maswell-a djusted coup le. Severine , ochistic cravings and a drug dea l
with her blond locks, pale com- all percolate into a mischievous
plexion and pouting mouth , and conf ound ing film.
Thoughts of surrealism are
seems to embod y purity and
child-like innocence. But be- insp ired as the themes and charhind her dark ey es, her naivete acters unwind in the film. In a
is dispelled in a twisted com- flabbergasting conclusion ,
plex of sexual fa ntasies that ul- "Belle tie: J our " certainly pro timatel y pervade beyond her vokes thought and discussion
while at the same time providdreams and into her life.
Her secret desires and fears ing a n ent er ta ining glimpse a t
lead her into a sort of schizo- French cinema. In French with
phrenic double existence. By English subtitles , "Belle deJ our "
ni ght she remains as Severine opens tomorrow ' a t Rai lroad
— the virtuous and pure wif e, Square Cinema. Q
Contributing
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act. In their third appearance at Colby in the
last year,and their first with God Street Wine,
the Boston-based band has become one of the
recent highlights of the college music scene.
The two cover songs they played,the Jackson
Five's "I Want You Back" and Tom Petty's
"American Girl," were both impressive versions of those hits. Their own "Scared of Highways " was also worthwhile, even for a firsttime listener.
Another admirable aspect was the band's
humor and personality.Bob Whelan, the lead
singer, told good jokes, signed autographs,
declared that "to Colby College, amongst all
colleges, we give our first born" and put
together an opening set that could not help
but put the crowd in a good mood.Q
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Brooks Williams opens coffeehouse season
BY LARRY BENESH
A & E Editor

The weather cooled down and fall was
clearly in the air Thursday night when the
Mary Low Coffeehouse opened its concert
season with folk guitarist/singer Brooks Williams.
It was a perfect night for apricot-raspberry coffee and cookies and the Coffeehouse
wa sjammed withstudentseagerto hear some
music.
They were not disappointed. Williams put
on a highly personal and p leasing show that
included both original and cover songs. Williams played for a little over two hours and
demonstrated his diverse talent by playing
slide guitar blues, traditional sounding folk
and even songs that bordered on rock.
Williams opened with a song that told the
story of a fugitive hiding out in the "Caves of
Missouri. " It featured high-speed strumming
of dark chords that complimented his clear
voice. The song lamented, "Some say I was
guilty/Some say I was framed/Till I'm
proven an innocent man/Here I will remain."
He sounded especially good on the sweeter
chords played during the solo.
Before playing therhythmicballad "Knife 's
Edge," Williams explained that there is a sign
on Mt. Katahdin that warns hikers that the
Knife 's Edge portion of the peak is so dangerous that they should stay off it in bad weather
or they will die.
"I was so intrigued by the sign that I
thought it would make a great metaphor for
a love song," said Williams.
The title track from his latest album,
"Knife 's Edge"had a walking pace and showed

his lower range.
Thefirstofmany blues tunes thatheplayed,
"You Don 't Know My Mind " was a cover song
that depended on quick descending chords
and exp lained that "When you see me
laughin'/I'mjustlaughin'tokeep fromcryin'".
The ending notes were especially stirring.
Williams was a personable stage presence. He mixed songs with explanations of
how they came about, and about the people
he had met while writing them. Overall, he
came off as friendl y , funny and enjoyable.
When he switched guitars and concentrated on slide blues,Williamswas at his best.
A good slide guitarist is hard to come by,but
Williams' guitar was able to talk, walk, cry
and howl, sometimes all in the same song.
He called his song "Ni ght Fears " a "sinister
little piece," but it was more humorous than
haunted. It told the story of a man who is
scared that someone might be downstairs
breaking into his house, so the man wakes up
his lover and asks her "Why don't you go
check it out, baby ?"
Another strong blues tune was "Hey man,
Why Don 't You be Happy All the Time." This
tune was obviously influenced by gospel,
Echo photo by J ill Huntsberger
Brooks
Williams
play
s
to
the
folks
of
the
coffeehouse.
and the slide marched along w ith strong
chord s and reminded us that "You know singer as he is blues guitarist. His song "AH made for a powerful finish to the evening.
they'll be no dyin' when we get to the prom- that is Gold," inspired by a J. R. R. Tolkien "Bi g Blue Wonder " started as a soft and intiised land."
poem, sounded especially good with its full mate ballad, but it gained both volume and
Robert Johnson was the best acoustic slide and crisp sounding chords. It was a compel- tempo at its climax. His a cappella rendition
blues guitarist to ever play,but he would not ling song that mentioned "all who wander of the Robert Frost poem "Acquainted with the
have been insulted by Williams' rendition of are not lost...deep roots are not touched by Night " was also moving. He closed with an
his classic song "Malted Milk." The song ex- frost."
old Wood y Guthrie song called "This World is
presses a common fear :"I feel if I offer you my
Anotherhighlightwasthesong "The Wan- Not My Home" that gave the audience one last
love, you're just going to get up and walk derer," which is based on the T. S. Eliot poem taste of the folk singer's blues.
away ".
"Four Quartets." Williams'voice was at times
Other up coming events in the CoffeeSimple ideas sometimes sound best in folk reminiscent of James Taylor.
house are Ellis Paul on Oct. 19 and Vance
songs,and Williams is as accomplished a folk
Williams put together three songs that Gilbert on Nov. 2.Q
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Colby professors
read for t he
local hun gry
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BY LARRY BENESH

building curiosity about what
would happen to first-person narrator Maria Ellena, a woman with
TheWriters'Harvest: ShareOur diabetes who meets the love of her
Strength is a national program in life because she gets low blood
whichprominent writers readfrom sugar and has to be carried to a
their works in order to raise money bakery. The chapter tells of Maria's
woozy first encounterwithher new
for local food banks.
love — the baker.
This year tlie
The other
national chairreading was by
person is Colby
Although we may Susan
Kenney,
Professor of Enforget
it
up
here
on
Dana professor
glish Richard
of creative writRusso, and last
Mayflower Hill,
week three of Maine does have its ing. Her selection was titled
Colby's English
share
of
hungry
and
"Pictures. "
department pro"It is the first
fessors particiimpoverished
chapter
of my
pated in a readpeople
*
new novel,"said
ingforShareOur
Kenney. "At
Strength at the
least I think it is, since I have four
Spotlight Lecture.
Jim Boylan , associate professor first chapters now and this is my
of English, hosted the event and latest."
Kenney gave a confident and
exp lained that althoug h the format
of the Spotlight Lecture prevented sadly funny first-person reading. It
them from taking donations at the was told from the point of view of
door, anyone interested in making a daughter who is looking for fama donation could do so to thei r ily arti facts now that her slightl y
A & E Editor
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dormor faculty representative. Donations will be accepted until Friday at noon. He stressed that 100
percent of the money goes directly
to the shelter.
Debra Spark , Visiting Associate Professor of English, began the
reading with a selection from her
novel "Coconuts for the Sa ints. "
Spark read the second chapter,and
it was both suspenseful and humorous. She did an excellent job

insane mother is in a retirement
home. It should prove to be an
interesting novel.
Although sometimes we may
forget it up hereon Mayflower Hill ,
Maine does have its share of hungry and impoverished peop le.
Anyone wishing to make a donation towards Share Our Strength
can do so by contacting the English
Department offi ceor their dorm or
faculty representative ^

Applauding Pugh Center

Youate heading to your mailboxafter coming put of the Registr ar 's
Office,when you notice a neon orange fence blocking the nearest path
to the student center. Instead of lump ing the fence,youjoin everybody
else and take the longer way arou nd.
While construction in the center of campus may seem like a huge
inconvenience now, die orange fence is actually a reason to celebrate.
It marks the beginning of construction on thePugh Center, the result
of a campus-wide cry for multiculturalism and a compromise between
students and the Board of Trustees. Not only will the center provide a
place where different cultural , religious and ethnic groups can meet, it
will also help raise the level of diversity awareness on campus.
The Pugh Center is an important step for Colby. It embodies our
pledge to make the campus as diverse and accepting as possible. As
part of the Student Union, it will be in a central location the student
body will pass throug h on a dail y basis and see the work of the
different student groups. However , in order for the center to operate at
its full potential , it must be viewed as more than just a meeting place
for cultural groups. The Pugh Center is a place for the entire Colby
communit y. Dur ing the next few years, title campus will see many
physical changes,but the real chan ge in attitudes on campus must be
brought about by the students.
The process involved in the decision to build the center is almost as
important as the center itself. Students voiced their concern over a
consequential issue, actions were taken to see that they were heard ,
and a solution was found because of students ' persistence and willingness to work with the Trustees to find what was best for the college.To
all involved in ihe process , we applaud you and hope the Pugh Center
marks the beginning of a new trend in thoug htful student action.

Vote no on question one

You won thelotto. Somehowyoumanage d to get permission to live
off campus and so you drive down to Waterville to find the ideal place
tolive. Afterdaysof searching, finally you find the perfectp lace. It has
plenty of bathrooms , high ceilings, a good heating system and cable.
The price is better than another semester in Dana.
When you sit down to go over the lease, the owner wants to ask you
a couple of questions. You nod and smile and promise not to be too
noisy and agree to only take up oneparkingspsce. You are all setto sign
away when the owner asks one last question.
"Are you a homosexual?"
Believe or not, Question One on the ballot for this year 's Maine
state elections on November 7 seeks to affirm the right to discriminate
againstsomeone because of their sexual pref erence. Gaysand lesbians
in Ma ine can be legally discriminated against and can be denied
housing, credi t, publi c accomm odati ons and even emp loyment.
R egardless of sexual preferenc eorfe elingsab out homosexuali ty,it
makes no sense to answer yes to Question One. Denying a fellow
human being a place to live or a j ob simply because of his or her sexual
pref erence is no more justified than raci al discrimination. It goes
against tine spirit of all civil rights legislation passed in this country in
the last 100 years and it goes agains t the spiri t of humanity.
Maine should also recall the economic boycott s tha t Col orado
suffered when it passed similar legislation. Maine , not unlike Colorado , is heavily depend ent on tourism , and affirming that it discriminat es agains t gays and lesbians could eliminate a majo r sourc e of
income. No matter what way you look at it, a "yes" an swer is bad for
Ma ine. Register and vote "no" on November 7.
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Letters

Anti-poster argument clarified
The "sound bite"statementon the
cover pageof the Echo, September 21,
1995, which reads: "Women get
screwed. Men do the screwing." is
taken out of thecontext in which I said
it and misrepresents my argument.
Let meset Ihe record straight. The
reporter had asked me why I found
fheposteradvertisingthe"ScrewYour
Roommate" dance offensive. I discussed theportrayalofwomenasbody
parts,caricaturesshownwitiiioutheads
and with exaggerated curves. I talked
about the fact that it was men shown
rating women on the basis of pictures
in the "Meat Book," as if women were
pieces of meattoberanked.Unlikethe
women, the men have faces.
Ithencommentedonthetitleofthe
event, "Screw Your Roommate, and
said that this has several meanings,

including a sexist innuendo in that the
word "screw"isslangfor sexual activity.I said,and this isthecontext for the
remark, that linguistic analyzes show
weoftenperpetuatesexismbyouruse
of language. Specifically, I noted that
sociologist Laurel Richardson,among
other scholars, has found that typically active verbs are used for references to men'ssexualactivity and passive verbs for references to women's
sexual activity.I handed thereporter a
bookand invitedher toread thearticle
by Richardson regarding this linguistic use. Because the poster portrays
men ranking and choosing women,
the analysis of men beingthe active
participant and women the passive
recipient is applicable.
Since I both do not like the slang
use of theword "screw"and am com-

mitted to working to end sexism, I
resent the implication of the "sound
bite." It suggests both that I am condoning the use of the verb "screw"
rather than criticizingit, and that I am
generalizing about all men and all
women, thus being sexist - myself. I
reject both of these.
I alsowishthereporterhadwritten
that I strongly urged members of the
Colby community to view Jean
Kilbourne's documentary, "Still Killing Us Softly." The film illustrates and
analyses how depictions of women
perpetuatetheirobjectificationand the
system of gender stratification. It's
availableinthelibraiy,on video#1316.

With all of the horrible things in
the world,it'stoobad no one at Colby
has anythingbetter tocomplain about
than some fairly trivial (Surprise! I'm
female!!) dance posters. People are
taking the whole issue a mite too
seriously. I do have friends who felt
offended by the posters,and I respect
that. It's entirely different, however,
to be blinded with misplaced rage.
The way I,and apparently Stu-A,
saw it,the women in theposter were
above the drooling poster boys, not
faceless objects. The posters didn't
undermine my self esteem ;— they
pointed put how secure I feel in my
womanhood. I didn't feel victimized
by these posters becauseI don't see
myself in that light,nor do I perceive
others as viewing me that way because of a goofy piece of paper.
Associate Professor Arendell's
comment — It doesn t matter [that
women were involved]"in the posters' design and production ...
"Women can participate and not
know they are"— is more offensive
than the posters. While I respect
Arendell's right to her opinion, it's
upsetting that she thinks a woman
choosing to create something along
the lines of the hated poster must not

be making a conscious choice. I m
confused — either we're more than
just bodies and can think and decide
things for ourselves,or we don't have
a clue what's going on.
To say "screwing" is what men
do to women is also a little insulting
—just because the maleis genetically
equippedwith a penis,I have a hard
timeaccepting that most sexbetween
men and women involves the man
going about his business while the
woman lies passive. In most cases, it
is a mutually agreed upon situation
with active participation by both
parties. The suggestion that I have
no control over what happens to me
in such a situation—it'snot a clioice
I make, but rather, something that
happens to me — is far more offensive than this week's hot button.
What incensed me most and
prompted this letter was an antiposter discussion which escalated
from objectification of women to
making women feel they had to look
like the poster girls (I didn't envy
theircartoon bodies), causing schoolwork and job performance to suffer,
reducing us to slavery. There were
even comparisons to the Holocaust!
Can we really compare the plight of

women as a result of this poster to
concentration camps and mass murder?
Myadvicetoactive-mindedposter
protesters: get involved with an activity!Be more productivewith your
angry energy. Most people on this
campus are extremely shelteredfrom
the realworld,and too often at Colby
we are so engrossed in over-intellectualizing issues that they grow until
they are so out of proportionthat we
don't even notice truly important
things occuring around us.
Where was the campus-wideuproar aboutgovernmentthreatstocurtail Stafford loans? How many discussion groups Were ' formed'about
dorm damage and student safety?
Where were angry posters all over
campus denouncing the welfare bill
that proposed withholding cash payments to unmarried teenagemothers
who do not choose abortion or adoption? Are those issues truly less of a
concern than a one-time posting
showing women with no faces and
some drooling stereotypes of Colby
men? Let's all find a new topic for
next week's campus fury. Please?

In last week's Echo , Wh itn ey
Glockner addressed the controversial "Screw Your Roommate" posters. She wrote that, rather than being guilty of malice or ignorance,
Stu-A has "internalized the advertising strategies of using sex to sell.
They are no more to blame than the
many students who did not realize
the implications of the poster until
they were pointed out."
Well, I admit, I too am a simpleminded Philistine, who was brainwashed by the evil advertising agencies. In fact, I' m so dim-witted that I
was unable to make any sort of judgment about the posters on my own.
Thankfull y,some kind poster-watchers on campus set me straight. As
Professor Arendell pointed out in the
Echo,"the poster is sexist. The women
have no faces; they are caricatures of
bodies which means they're being
objectified ." Arendell went on to
mention that "It doesn't matter [that
women were involved in creating the
poster]. Women can participate and
not know they are. All we get is caricatures of legs, breasts, and curves."
I now also realize that this kind of
sexist propaganda should be made

illegal. As RachelMoritz ('96)stated in
the Echo, "It can legally be considered
sexual harassment. Right of speech
ends where it becomes harassing. It
made me feel uncomfortable." And
professor Arendellisquoted assaying
"the posters can be interpreted as creating a hostile work environment,
which is against the law."
I am thankful to these generous,
open-minded individuals for spending time on obtusepeople likemyself,
who had trouble figuring out whom
the posters wereharassing. But now I
am an enlightened man of the '90s. I
have become acutely aware of the
destructivenessofgenderstereotypes.
Today I ran past the Fieldhouse.
I noticed some men on a nearby athletic field. They seemed to be practicing football. But they were dressed
in thestrangest costumes.They were
wearingtight pants so thattheir large
leg muscles would show. And they
were wearing enormous shoulder
pads which made them look like
caricatures of male bodies. And their
faces were so hidden by helmets that
I couldn 't even tell if I knew any of
them. Normall y, I woul d n 't have
taken notice at all. But after becom-

ing sensitized to the injustice of gender objectification, my blood began
to boil. I wasbeingvictimized!These
people were not being portrayed as
p eople! They were eyenbeing identified by numbers on their shirts instead of by tbeir names!
¦'¦•¦
• I coulidn't believe my eyes.Under
the guise of "safety," these poor, ignorant men had been tricked into
humiliating their , entire gender by
making themselves look like male
of
objei^s instead humans. And they
were acting like male caricatures too!
Grunting, running into each other
belligerently, and dragging one another to the ground! Why couldn't
they stop being violent for a minute
and talk about their feelings, or their
philosophical beliefs? Even moredisturbing, their costumes and actions
reflected on me. I was being made to
feel like a mere commodity. I guess
thatwhatgoesaround comesaround.
A few days ago I was ignoring the
pli ght of my female classmates, who
were oppressed by Stu-A's postersNow I , too am a victim of sexual
harassment.

Terry A rendell
Prof,
Assoc.
of Sociology and
Anthropology

Posters not worth whining about

April B. Armstrong '97

You're a victim? Tin a-victim

Alex Roth '96

Op inions

Helping women
help themselves
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BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
Opinions Editor

The year is 1995, and this campus, let alone the world, is not safe
for women. One out of every four
college-aged women is a rape vie-;
rim. Countless women die every
year at the hands of male attackers,
usually a boyfriend or husband.
There are not many Colby women
who do not have horror stories to
tell involving Colby males (and
usually a lot of alcohol). These stories are not always about physical
assault, and they are often nothing
more than per*
sonal mistakes
with big regrets.
However, for
those women
who do find
themselves in
perilous situations,on or off the
Hill, there is help.
Starting next week, Safety and
Security is offering its first Rape
Aggression Defense System
(R.A.D.S.) course of the year. A self
defense class for women, it is designed to help women fight off assault, whether it be from a man or
another woman. There are four
three-hour classes devoted to giving women the upper hand in situations of physical assault.
Two years ago, women on this
campus did not have this opportunity. About 20 of us were lucky
enough to be able to take a one-day
course by Model Mugging of New
Hampshire, a well-known self defense class for women. We had to
pay $80 for the privilege, and we
received no help, not even a space
on campus, from the administration.It was only through the efforts
of one very determined student that
we were able to take the course.
Before I took Model Mugging, I
was wary of all self-defense courses
designed to teach women how to
try and land one right where it
counts .I thought they gave women
a false sense of security that would
teach them to be less careful in po-

tentially dangerous situations. After taking the course, I was of a
different opinion. After being
thrown all the way across the room
before I was able to beat off my
mock attacker, I was pretty sure
that they weren't just making it
easy for me to win so I would feel
confident in myself. I am still as
careful as I ever was, but I secretly
wait for the day that I get to show
somejerk what I am really made of.
Before this year, it was only the
lucky and the determined that were
able to take self-defense courses;
now we have R.A.D.S. The cost is
$10, the instruction lasts 12hours
and it is offered
on campus. There
is no reason why
all Colby women
should not take
advantage of this
opportunity.
After we graduate from Colby,
where there are emergency call
boxes every 300 yards to help keep
us safe and where Safety and Security takes only a minute to respond
to emergency calls, we will have to
face bigger, meaner places than
Mayflower Hill. Often we will face
them alone, and it is doubtful that
the New York, Boston or, Chicago
police will be able to respond to
your pleas in one minute.
As women in the '90s we should
take it upon ourselves to learn selfprotection. Only when we are able
to stand up for ourselves will we be
truly independent. This is not to
say that it is weak to allow men to
help protect you, but men will not
always be there. Take the initiative: protect yourself. With the
training that R.A.D.S. gives women,
we will have a fighting chance to
get away , on our own. No wellthrown blow to the head can stop a
bullet or bring . crime to its knees
everywhere, but it may keep you
from having a horror story to tell.
Instead, yours may be a story of
victory. If you have not already
taken a R.A.D.S. course, take one
this year.Q

Colby will not discriminate
BY JOHN DALY
Staff Writer

Radical right political groups
have made headlines in recent years
for their increased influence on
American politics. This fall their
energy has been turned to Maine,
and Referendum Question One.
Courtesy of a group called Concerned Maine Families, the voters
of Maine will have the chance to
express their desire to discriminate
againstminorities,especially homosexuals. Maine should vote "no" on
Question One to protect citizen's
rights, and to send the radical right
a message that such extreme measures are unpopular with most
Americans.
The question is intended to deprive gays and lesbians of equal
protection under the law. However,
the question as it appears on the
ballot is worded in a manner that
appears to provide adequate protections Americans would expect
and find acceptable regarding race,
color, sex, disability, etc. The question never specifically mentions
homosexuals. Such ambiguity

Question One
threatens
fundamental rights
every citizen should
enjoy ,

.u

means passage could adversely affecta number of groupsbesides gays
and lesbians. Other groups who
could lose rights include veterans,
hunters/ and smokers. A similar
measure recently made headlines
in Colorado,and should Maine pass
the referendum, drives for similar
measures are planned for nearly a
dozen other states. Question One
threatens fundamental rights every
citizen should enjoy.
For a counry which has seen
much progression in social and legal attitudes to minorities in this
century, we should be very wary of
any legislation that drags the nation
backwards. Legislation like Question One is not a distant cousin to
the Jim Crow laws of the post Civil

War South. This constitutes not a
conservative backlash,but a rash of
bigotry that will not be tolerated.
In this age when many disenfranchised Americans ignore their
role in the political process, it is
disturbing that organized extremist
fringe groups like the radical right
can take advantage of others' apathy to pursue regressive policies.
We must use our politiccal power as
voters.
Concerned Maine Families got
60,000 signatures in support of their
referendum. Question One is opposed by Maine'sindependent governor, Angus King, and by groups
including the Maine Council of
Churches, the Maine State Chamber of Commerce, and the Maine
Education Association. Despite this
organized opposition, many expect
a very close vote. Colby students
should be aware of the threats in
radical right proposals, such as
Question One, and help by voting
"no." Any Colby student can register to vote in Maine,before or on the
election day by going to any voter
station in town. Use your voice,and
use it to vote for equality.?

If you could start a new club at Colby, what would it be?
Kristy Buechner '99
"\ would really like to learn
how to play the harmonica, so I
guess I sould start a harmonica
club."

Laura Jordan '98
"A club for people who don't
want to looklike idiots on the street."
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Roger Binggeli '96
"A club for the abolition of the
21 year-ol d drinking age, wouldn't
you?"

Line Farr '97
"I would start: the Bob Dy lan
appreciation club,becausehe'sjust
a great American."

Raja Bala '98
"The Hooka Fan Club."

Echo p hotos by Merri ll Duff

Opinions
Take the opportunity to act A dark day for the
First Ammendment
BY MARC FAIRBROTHER
Staff Writer

College campuses around the
world have a reputation for being
centers of wild and sometimes senseless activities. Excessive drinking,
unthinkable fraternity hazing rituals,athletic teams streaking through
academic buildings naked and
many other examples may be found
at just about any college or university these days, and in days past.
Colby is not an exception.
On the night of Tuesday, September 19, Dr. George Higgins III
spoke briefly at one of the all-campus Wellness Seminars about some
of the more lewd activities he witnessed as a Colby student during
the late 1960s. Dr. Higgins instilled
genuine horror in the crowd as he
described one evening in his college days when he entered the laundry room of his fraternity house
only to find two of his fraternity
brothers surrounding a drunken
female who was peering at them as
she stood dizzily upon a washer.
Tbe crowd in Page Commons fell
silent when he related that his fraternity brothers were discussing

"the merits of either raping her
there or taking her somewhere else
to rape her."
Dr. Higgins continued with another chilling story about how a
neighboring fraternity invited him
and his fellow brothers to jo in in a
"gang bang": the group raping of a
"townie," a local female from
Waterville. The woman was essentially abducted only to be brought
back to a Colby fraternity house
and raped, repeatedly, by several
men: well-educated college men.
George Higgins, MD, a member
of Colby's Class of '69, is now a
successful doctor in the Portland
area. He and his family have supported Colby and he still talks
fondly about some aspects of Colby.
About others,he speaks differentl y.
He did not take part in any of
those brutal acts, but there is, as he
expressed, a sense of regret that remains deep ly within him. Dr.
Higgins professed to the audience
that he was stunned, taken aback by
what he encountered that night in
the laundry room of his fraternity.
He did not know how to respond.
And, being human, when one does
not know how to respond, one sim-

ply ignores. Dr. Higgins walked
away from that situation over two
and a half decades ago. He chose
not to get involved, and it still appears to pain him to this day.
Bad choices. That was the theme
of Dr. Higgins' talk. Did he make a
bad choice by not speaking up
against his fraternity brothers for
what he believed was right, or not
speaking out against what he knew
was obviously wrong? What would
you have done in the same position? His reaction was human:don't
get involved. But his talk was a
clear plea: follow your conscience;
do get involved. Behind the bright
bow tie and the casual blazer, behind the conservative-looking doctor, stood a man who asked each
and every one of us to make good
choices, to do what we feel and
know is ri ght.
Dr. Higgins appears to be a
happy man now, full of life and
vigor. He seems successful in his
career and family. But if he were
given the opportunity to repeat that
night in the laundry room so many
years ago, you can bet he would
have acted. Now, here at Colby, is
our chance to act.Q
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BY MIKE TRUMAN

really does is open up a forum to
every lunatic on the planet. The
Contributing Writer
Unabomer didn't threaten to kill
Last week was a dark one for the President of the United States.
journalism and for America. The He didn't threaten anyone in parWashington Post and the New ticular. He simply stated he'd kill
York Times/perhaps the two great- someone. We are not sure whose
est papers in the nation, acqui- life the Washington Post saved, if
esced to the Unabomer's threat by any. If all it takes to get published
publishing his eight-page mani- is the threat of killing some unknown person, what is to stop
festo.
A terrorist was allowed 35,000 others? This is a terrorist's dream.
words of unedited text in one of the It cuts back his risks considerably. These consequences are
nation 's most powerful forums.
T h e
looking a lot
Unabomer is
worse than
an unidentithe
initial
fied terrorist What this action really problem.
Terrorism
who stands
does
is
open
up
a
is
an
against the
ugly device. Terrortechnological forum to every lunatic
ists
indisadvance of soon the planet.
criminatel y
ciety.
He
kill the innosends letterbombs
to
cent to further
those not of his opinion. Perhaps their personal agenda, and in no
after the Oklahoma City debacle, way or manner can this be tolerhe felt he was no longer getting ated. In this day and age,no one is
enough press, so he came up with safe from this new plague, no
a proposal. If his 35,000 word matter how much they think they
manifesto was published by The are. Elijah Parish Lovejoy gave
New York Times or the Washing- his life for the right to free speech,
ton Post,he would discontinue to now that privilege risks abuse by
letter-bomb his unsuspecting vic- every psychologically deranged
tims. After mulling the proposal terrorist that roams the earth. A
over for some months, the Times, precedent has been set here that
the Post and the federal govern- threatens the credibility of the
ment gave in. In an unusual ar- newspaper industry we rely on as
rangement,the Unabomer'swork a major source of information. The
was published in full in the Wash- fight against terrorism must be
relentless, and no ground should
ington Post.
What does this mean? Opti- be given. After all, we are not
mistsbelievethe decision was right fighting against an opponent who
because it will allow a great deal of plays by the rules.
The First Amendment was
people to see the Unabomer's rantto its knees last week.
brought
ing, and in particular, his style of
ranting. There is a chance that The freedom of the press has been
someone will recognize it, and the compromised. Psychotics can
Federal Bureau of Investigation now dictate what the public reads.
may be able to apprehend the Granted, this was only one insert,
Unabomer. Supporters of this de- but this is where it begins. How
cision also argue that the saving of long will it be before they start
one life is worth whatever the con- demanding the front page? Their
own weekly section? The press is
sequences of this action.
While it is possible someone far too valuable to be manipuwill recognize him, the chances lated in this fashion. It was a dark
are quite slim. What this action day indeed.Q

Address ing the re al problem s with Colby
BY CHRIS FRANGIONE
Contributing Writer

There are a lot of little annoying things
about Colby — you know, those ones that
aren't important enough to get front page
coverage (or any coverage at all, for that
matter) in the Echo, yet people lose a lot of
sleep over them. So, consider this a collection
of real problems that Colby has:
How many of us really pay attention when
we do our laundry? I know that I do not, and
this is where my first complaint comes in. The
other day, I went to do my laundry for that
first time this year, and like usual,I had to beg
and plead in order to scrounge up six quarters — yes, six whole quarters. Well, I threw
my laundry in and then put one quarter in,
then another quarter in, and th en a th i rd
quarter in, and then I was read y to roll — or
was I? No,I wa sn 't. Little did I know that you

now need four quarters, not three, for the
washer. Well, that just went and ruined my
day. Where was I going to find that extra
quarter? Luckily, one of my friends was nice
enough to give me one and I was able to
complete my wash, but what am I going to do
next time? Did the price of water really go up
33 percent over the summer? Or is this just
another one of those "Colby fees" like the
$1000 charge to go on a non-Colby pr ogr a m
abroad? What are they reall y going to do with
an extra 25 cents? Is President Cotter going to
call up the trustees and invite them all to free
games of pinball in the Spa? If so, I hope that
I get to be a trustee someday.
And what is up with the fro-yo machines
in the dining halls? Do they actually work? Or
are they simp ly there so that when
prospectives come on tours they can "ooo"
and "ahhh" over them? Apparently they do
work ,but only on certain days of the week. Is

there somewhere where I can get a schedule
so I know where to go and when? You all
know the feeling: you are sitting in Foss and,
oh man, are you in the mood for fro-yo, but it
is a Friday and it is the second week of the
fourth month with a half moon, and apparently you are the only one who doesn't know
that in Foss they only have fro-yo on the
Thursday of the fourth week in the second
month with a half moon. You are all excited
because you see the machine, you approach
it, and you lift the lever (remember in Foss,
the fro-yo machine is screwed up), yet nothing comes out. That ruins your week and you
are so depressed that you feel like going back
and doing your laundry, but you only have
six quarters. Cotter must be hoarding all the
fro-yo and hanging out at his house with the
trustees! Wow, it is good to be a trustee!
There is just one more little irk: whose
ingenious idea was it to make both keys (the

one to my dorm and to my room) look the
same? Would it have been so much trouble to
make two different-looking keys? You come
home at two in the morning — the same
applies if you are drunk or if you are sober—
and you are freezing and all you want to do is
get into bed, so you take out your keys, put
one in the door, and turn, but it doesn't do
anything. So you try again, and it still doesn't
turn and by now your fingers are frozen to the
key and it is only September 28 (hey, you go
to school in Maine). To make things more
confusing, each key has some 5-digit number
that has no relevance to anything. It definitel y
is not my room number or my dorm number.
I already tried to use my "Colby College
Safety and Security Decoder R i ng "to figure it
out and I think that it must be some super
secret number that tells Cotter arid the trustees that more fro-yo is hidden in my wall. If
only I could f ind out ex actly where...Q

TENNIS, continued f r ompage 16

After sweeping the doubles matches,
the squad needed only two angles
ewins to secure a victory. Colby r
mainsundefeated in doublesmatches
on the year.
Anderson, at no. 2 singles, and
Tyng, at no. 5 singles, made quick
work of their opponents. Anderson
won easily, by the score of 6-0, 6-2,
which improved her singles record
this season to 4-0. Tyng won her
match, 6-2, 6-1, and she played extremely well, according to Illig- hitttngprecisionlobsand passing shots
into the wind.

,
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GSW, continued f r o m pane

—

Marum,at no. 4 singles,played her
closestmatchoftheseason.Shewonby
thescoreof6-3,6-2,andheropponentis
theonlyplayerthisseasontostealmore
than one game in any set against her.
Atno.6singles,Kleinman won 6-1,
6-4.Sofar this seasorvbothMarumand
Kleinman are undefeated.
"Thiswasthefirst timewedefeated
Tufts in myfour yearssinceI'vebeen at
Colby,"Marum said. "It was an extraspecial to finally beat them and show
them that we could compete at their
level and defeat them."
Cheah,at no. 1singles,suffered her

first defeat of the season.
Meghan Flanigan '99, playing at
no.3singles,alsosuffered atoughloss
to her Tufts opponent.Flanigan had
been suffering from chronic back
pains,whichpreventedherfromplaying doublesand alsolinrdtedherpractice timeconsiderably last week.
The team's next match will be at
Amherst on Saturday,and it will be
another tough test for theMules.
"There will be no pressure on us
against Amherst In thepast,wehave
neverbeen abletomakea dent against
them,"said IUigO

thingthafshuge,thenthafsfine. We're
not goingto stop it."
Success has come in small doses
for God Street Wine.Oneway tomeasureitisin their dedicatedbaseof fans,
or "Winos". Particularly popular in
their home state, GSW was the first
unsigned band ever to sell out New
YorkCity^sIrvingPlaza.Their mailing
list has almost 15,000 names.
"[Our fans] follow us regionally,"
saidPifer. "AgoodGodStreet Winefan
will drivethree or fo ur houre toseeus."
"They don't follow usacrosscountry yet. If they did,they'd probably be
doing it more comfortably than us,"

Bevo said, regarding their upcoming
tour out to California.
. While the members are excited
about this next tour and the release of
thenewalbum,theysaidthetravel can
be the least glamorous part of the job .
"Getting thereis not half therun,"
Pifer lamented. "The three hours we
play are the best. I guess it has to be
worth it because we put ourselves
through hell the rest of the day."
What willthe membersof GSW do
if it doesn't all work out?
"We'llbe cursingGod,livingin the
street and drinking wine!" said Pifer.
"Therewillbemeaningtoourname/'Q

MIDDLEBURY
,
continuedf r ontpage 16
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Where Colby Students go.

Discounts for Colby
i
1 students
873-2028] with I.D.
189 Main St.
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At SALE Prices
And Fixes 'Em
Free!

You are

you dial

Last year's contest was dominated by bi g.plays. Middlebury
had touchdown runs of 48,63and
66 yards en route to a total 257
yards on the ground.
Colby's Lawaun Curry '97had
a career day in last year's game.
He rushed for 137 yards on 11
carries, which included touchdown runs of 36 and 70 yards.
Colby's offense stockpiled 469
yards of total offense on the game.
Fullback Brad Smith '96, who
sat out the Trinity game with a
pulled hamstring, is questionable
for the Middlebury game.Q
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Downtown Waterville
Where Colby friends meet.
Ludy '21 Pocy «27 Howard 440

Your True Choice
• Itor interstate calls. Promotions excluded. ' i. '
1-800-COLLncr Is a registered trademark of MCI.
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Bowdoin defeats men's
cross countr y
BY AMY MONTEMERLO
Contributing Writer

Christian Winkley '97placed 11th
overall and beat his previous personal best timeby wellover a minute.
Wilson Everhart '99 finished 13th,
rounding out the top five scoring
places for the Mules.
"It's early, we're not disappointed" said Wescott."Bowdoinhas
a good-looking team, but November
is what really counts."
Wescott said that the success of
the cross country team is not determined by its dual meet win/loss
record. The season will ultimately
depend on races such as the state
meet, NESCACs and the New England Division in Championships.
The men's nextrace is on October
7 at 12 p.m., when Colby hosts the
men's and women's Maine State

The men'scross countryteam lost
to Bowdoin, 44-16, in its first dual
meet of the season . Despite the loss,
Head Coach JimWescott said he was
pleased withthemen'sperformances.
Pat Fournier '98was the lead runner for the Mules, placing fifth in the
race.Co-captain Chad Sisson '96 was
second for the team, placing seventh
overall.
According to Wescott, Fournier
and Sisson seemto be "in good shape
after a summer of training."
Finishing third on the team and
ninth overall was co-captain Kevin
Smith '96. Smith has also been running well,according to Wescott,after
MeetQ
a summer of working in Alaska.

Devastator of the Week

CLASSIFIED S
SPRING BREAK <96- SELL TMFS, BARM CASE Sc GO FRHE1!I Studeat Trawl
: Services is now hiiirig campus representatives. Lowest rates to Jamaica^ Caucus,
: Daytana and Panama City EeaeL CaB 1-8Q0-64&4849
! SPRING BREAK! TRAVELFREE with SutiSplash Tours. Highest eoxjxmi&tos
: paid, at Lowest prices. Campus Representativeswanted to Sell reliable tours.
Jamaica, Caticun, Bahamas, Daytona* Panama City and Padre. CALL FOR FREE
I INFO PACK1 1^00-42^77 10
: ***FRE TRIPS & CASH*** Find out how hundreds of students are already
earning FREE TRIPS and DOTS OF CASH with Americas#1Spring Break
: Company!! Sell only 15 trips and travel Iree!Cfeoose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatiaa.
or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKEA BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL(300) 95*
BREAK
i

SPRING BREAK- Nassaii/ParadkeIsland, Cancun and Jamaica from $299.00,
An; Hotel, Transfers*. Parties, and More!Organize a small group and earn a FREE
trip plus commissions! Call 1-800*822-0321*
+

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT - Students Needed! Fishm$Industry. Earn up to
$300046000+ per month, Room and Board! Transportation!Male or Female. No
experience necessary Call (206)545-4155 extA50691

Jerrod DeShaw '97

iSaturday 's football

game against Trinity was one of the biggest in Colb y history. Without the stellar play of DeShaw at wide
receiver , victory might have eluded the Mules. He pulled in six
passes for 80 yards and few, if any, of his catches were easy. In the
first half , he made a diving catch across the middle oi the field on
a fourth-and-six situation which set up the Mules' firs t touchdown of the game. On the final drive , he came up with another
spect acula r grab wit hunder two minut es rema in ing t o put Colby
in position for the winning touchdown.

THIS WEEK'S ALL MULE SQUAD
LIZ PAGAN '97

NEW STUDENT
SPECIAL

j M M\ LARG E 1 1TEM PIZZA

Fagan wa s a big reason why the women's cross count ry t eam
laced
third at thc UMass-Davtmouth Invitational this weekend.
p
She placed fourth in a field of over 7.00runners and improved her
t ime from last year by 12 seconds.

JESSIE ANDERSON '98

In what is turning out to be a near-perfect season for thc
women's tennis team, Anderson has been golden. She remains
undefeat ed inbothsingles anddoubles, and quickly disposed of
her Tuf ts cou nterpa rt this weekend by a score of 6-0, 6-2.

ANDY DRUDE '98

From his linebacker posit ion, Drud e caused the Trinity of-

fense some serious problems. H e finished the afternoon with 12
tackles a nda dded two fumble recoveries, inkeepingthe Bantarns
to just 210 yards of offense.

873-0100

40 Elm Street • Waterville, Maine
Sunday - Thursday 11a.m. -1a.m. Friday - Saturday 11a.m. -2a.m.
Limited Time Only • Not Valid With Any Other Offe r/Special

Volley bail holdis its Women's soccer improves to 3-0
BY PETER FELMLY
own at MIT tourney
Contributing Writer

BY MIKE GALLANT
StaffWriter

The volleyball team faced some
tough competition but played well
at the MU Invitational this weekend. In their second tournament of
the year, the Mules played to two
wins and two losses.
CoachesMarkParentandCandy
Berger thought the team played especially wellconsidering the loss of
co-captain Caroline Ketcham '96,
which the team is still adjusting to.
Ketcham, an All-State and AllNESCAC selection in the 1994 season,sustainedakneeinjurylastweek
atthe BowdoinInvitational and will
be out for the season. She will be
having surgery sometimethis week
to repair her anterior cruciate ligament, and has decided to take the
semester off from school to recover
at home.
The team started well on Friday
ht
nig and won against Roger Williams College. Colby got off to a
good lead in the first game and won
it 15-9.They lost a tight secondgame
13-15 but cameback strong and finished its competitors off 15-12 in the
final game.
Jackie Bates '98 and Anna
Thomson'97provedtobetoostrong
of a forcefor RogerWilliamsas they
both had 11 kills and eight blocks.
CaptainTeresaTiangha '96alsohad

a great performance at setter with
23 assists.
The Mules played a late game
against the defending champions
of thetournament,theCoastGuard
Academy. Colby lost in straight
games, 15-8 and 15-12. Parent said
that Coast Guard was a tough opponent, but felt the Mules could
have challenged them more had
they played one of their better
matches.
After a latenight,thesquad arose
early Saturdaymorningand lost to
MTT, 3-15 and 13-15. Again, both
Berger and Parent feltMTT wasvery
goodcompetitionbutthattheMules
could have played better.
Colby ended the tournament on
a positive noteby sweeping Vassar
15-5 and 15-10. Bates had two aces,
sevenkills and six digs.Tiangha contributed with 13assists and one ace.
We played very good defensively against Vassar,"said Parent.
Randi Martin '99 had a solid
tournament, tallying 16 blocks on
the weekend. Parent was also
pleased with the play of Megan
Nicholson '96.
"Meganhadsteadypassingand
strong defense the entire tournament,"he said.
OnWednesdaynighttheMules
traveled to take on Bowdoin and
this weekend they will meet another rival at theBatesInvitationaLQ
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It took the Colby women's soccer
team four years, but the Mules finally came out on top against the
powerful Tufts soccer program.
Saturday theMulestookthefield
against Tufts and outplayed theJumbos en route to a 2-1victory. With the
win, Colby improved to 3-0 on the
season.

"We are definitely excited," said
Head Coach Jen Holsten. "It was the
first timein four yearswehad beaten
Tufts."
As in the game against
Middlebury two weeks ago, it took
the Colby squad 10 or 15 minutes to
allow its nerves to settle, according
to Holsten. Unfortunately, before
those 15 minutes were up, Tufts
managed to score and take a onegoal lead.
Holsten said the Jumbos
goaltender had a definitive weakness, which the Mules were set to
attack.
"We knew going into the game
that their goalie wasn't very tall,"
said Holsten. "Sowewanted to shoot
from anywhere over half field ."
That is exactly what the Mules
did. Twenty-four minutes into the
game Kristina Stahl '99 opened up
the scoring for Colby on an unassisted shot from 30 yards out that
found its way intothebackof thenet.
Nine minutes later Jenna
DeSimone '98scored Colby'ssecond
goal of the contest, her third of the

Echo photo by Gretchen Rice

' 9 fights against Tufts during Saturday 's
Danielle Bolduc 9
game.
season, on a free kick from 35 yards turned in another stellar perforout. The shot sailed over the Tufts mance in net during the first half,
goalie's head into the upper right accordingto Holsten. Shemade four
saves in the first half and added two
portion of the net.
The wind proved to be one of the in the second. The Mules' offense
deciding factors in the game,accord- proved more potent, launching 20
shots at Tufts.
ing to Holsten.
Colby will travel to take on
"Tufts chose to go into the wind
in the first half which was a huge Wheaton today, and the squad will
face Amherst at home on Sunday.
advantage for us," she said.
According to Holsten,Colby will
Colby's defense did not give the
durbe out to avenge last year's heartJumbos many chances to score
ing the course of the game. The breaking upset at the hands of
Mules surrendered only nine shots Wheaton, in a game the Mules "are
on the afternoon. Heather Garni '99 expected to win."Q

Macintosh Performs - 5200 w/CD
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and all tbesoftwareyouh'likely to need
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It* as easy as pizza pie.Just visit your authorized Apple reseller today,and
you can get a great deal on Macintosh'computers. Because they're on sale,
Which means nowyou can get everything- all the hardware, software and
accessories-you need to improve your GPA, cruise the Internet, maybe

even have some (un. And still have enough dougMeft over to score tonight*
hot dinner, tonight*very late snack and tomorrow*very cold pie. No ^_
matter howyou slice it, it's the cheapestway yet to get A fif J p fflK
a taste of Macintosh power.The power to be your best? r\ |j piC ^R
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. For all your computing needs visit:
The Macintosh Office at the Colby Bookstore
Or Call L \J I / O I L -J JJ V

*Please stop by for current pricing & availability on all systems!

I

Offersexpire October 13, W5, ©1995AppleComputer, inc. All rights reserved.Apple, the Applelogo, Macintoshand "Thopow er to be vowbest" aro registered trademark of AppleComputer, Inc. CtinWopPlus is a registered
call 800-600-7808 or 1'IY 800-755-0601.
,
trademark ofMitulscape.
AllMacintoshcomputersaro designedto bo accessiblelo Individualswithdisability lb learn more f lJS only),
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Women's x-country
third in tough field
B

BY JAKE GAUL

all. Jus t seconds behind Nadeau
was
Amy Montemerlo '99 runContributing Writer
ning fourth for the team and finThe women's cross-country ishing 36th in the field. Aitken
team traveled to Dartmouth, MA was pleased to see two freshmen
this past weekend for the U.Mass- finish so strongly. "
"To have a sophomore and
Dartmouth Invitational meet.
Challenged by less-than-desir- two first-years finish in the top
able running conditions,the team five is something to be excited
managed to produce excellent re- about," said Aitken.
Coming in fifth for the Mules,
sults.
Twenty-two teams competed and 37th overall, was co-captain
in the meet. Edinburgh Univer- Heather Hunt '96. Aitken was
sity, a Division II school, finished especially pleased to have her
first. Bates was second overall no. 2 through 5 runners all finish
and Colby finished iust two within 30 seconds of each other.
Kate Driscoll
points behind
98 was sixth for
the Bobcats in
t
:he
team and
third place.
"Third place was
41st
"Third place
'finished
an especially
overall , while
was an espegood showing for jj Cathleen Thcially
good
showing for the
<ompson '97
the team. "
out the
team consider-co-ca ptain Liz
''ounded
:op seven b y
ing several DiviFagan *97
c:oming in 48th.
sion II teams
According to
competed," said
1Pagan ,
the
co-captain Liz
Fagan 97.
team s depth is clearly a strength
Fagan, Colby 's no. 1 runner, this year,
"There was great pack runfinished an impressive fourth in
a field of more than 200 runners , ning in both the varsity and JV
For the five kilometer distance, races," said Fagan. "This pack
Fagan ran 18:34,bettering her last mentality will definitely help us
year's time on the same course by in the long run."
Pack-style racing is often a
12 seconds.
"Overall, the times for this very positive dynamic for a crossyear's meet were much slower country team to have because it
that last year's, so Liz did ex- forces the top and middle runtremely well to improve her ners to push each other harder
time," said Head Coach Deb each race, often producing better
Aitken. A head wind and sloppy team results,
While Colby was more than
course conditions contributed to •
the slower times.
content with its team 's overall
In her cross-country debut, performance this past weekend,
Farrell Burns '98, finished sec- the squad hopes to defeat CBB
ond for Colby and 22nd overall, rivals in future meets. Colby will
Burns ran winter and spring track meet Bates again this weekend at
last year, but this is her first sea- the Codfish Bowl at Franklin
Park, and Fagan is optimistic
son running cross-country.
"Farrell's first performance about her team's chances for reshould be a pretty good indica- venge.
"Although Bates beat us this
tion that she'll be a serious conpast weekend,we'll have another
tender," said Aitken.
Sarah Nadeau '99 finished shot at them next weekend at
third for the team and 33rd over- Franklin Park," she said.Q

Echo p hoto by J ennifer Atwood

Co-captain Tyler Walker '96 pushes past a Tufts player during Saturday's game.

Mules lose another close one
BY BOB ELLINGER
Staff Writer

The last two weeks have been
rough for the Colby men's soccer
team. Facing two of the top teams in
New England, the Mules played
strong soccer yet came away with
defeats in two close games.
Two weeks ago the Mules lost 10 at the hands of Middlebury, the
third ranked team in New England.
Saturday, the Mules hosted
Tufts, the second ranked team in
New England and p layed well only
to end up on the losing end of a 2-1
game.
Playing a wide-open game, both
teams had many scoring chances.
The first threat came early in the first
half when the Tufts goalie made a
good save to keep the Mules from
scoring and gaining an early advantage in the contest.
It was Tufts who struck first,
though, when the Jumbos netted a
goal mid-way through the first half.
The Mules played strong and
didn't buckle, evening the score late
in the first half. The goal, scored by

backfielder Jason Myler '98 and assisted by Marc Small '96,knotted the
score at 1-1 heading into half-time.
"Thefirsthalfwewerereallyplaying tough,but the whole gamecame
down towhowas getting thebreaks,"
said Mark Melander '99. "We were
playing aggressive and playing
tough defense, we just couldn't put
the ball into the net." _.
The second half was equall y as
wide open as the first half, with each
team having legitimate scoring
chances, according to Head Coach
Mark Serdjenian.
However, the second half scoring was limited to one Tufts goal,
which was scored on a free kick.
"I don't think we are really unhappy with the way we played. It's
just not happy when we play well
and lose," said Serdjenian. "There
isn't much consolation in just barely
losing to a good team."
According to Serdjenian,
Melander continued his outstanding play at the sweeper position to
lead the defense. Small and Andy
Young '98 played well in the front to
keep constant pressure of the Tufts
defense. In general the midfield also

played strongly,controlling muchof
the play in the first half.
The Mules havebeen facing some
of the top New England teams, and
their scheduledoesn't show signs of
easier competition in the near future.
After hosting the University of
SouthernMaineyesterday,theMules
(1-3 at press time) will travel to
Wheaton, the no. 4 team in New
England ,toplayon Saturday.On the
following Tuesday the Mules will
travel to play the undefeated IJniversity of Maine-Farmington squad.
Though they face tough competition, the Mules remain optimistic.
"I think we are due for a big win,
which we really need to get things
going," said Melander. "Traditionally we have had good luck against
them, they have had trouble beating
us. I'm hoping we can go in on Saturday and come out with a victory so
we can get things going."
Spirits arepretty good rightnow,
nobody is hanging their heads at
all," said Serdjenian. "My j ob is to
keep enthusiasm up in practice and
transfer that enthusiasm into the
games. Otherwise we're just taking
it one game at a time/'Q

Tuft s game disa pp ointin g for field hockey
BY ELLEN PIGNATELLA
Contributing Writer

As it moved into its second week of competition, the Colby field hockey team secured its
first victory with a 2-1win over the University of
Maine-Farmington lastTuesday.However,spirits were dampened later in the week as the team
suffered a devastating 4-0 loss at home against
Tufts on Saturday.
Colby goal-scorers in the UMF game were
co-captains Suzy Del.ea '96, who scored in the
first half, and Cindy Kelley '96, who scored off a
penalty stroke in the second half. Overall, the
team seemed pleased with its performance.
"Wecameoutsfrong for thewholefirstha lf,"
said DeLea. "Then it came neck-to-neck in the
second half and we were happy to come away
with the win."
Head Coach Heidi Godomsky was also excited by the victory.
"It wasbackand forth for a while.Famnington
is a very athletic team. However,we werebetter
skilled," she said.
DeLea said the team's 4-0 loss against Tufts
on Saturday was "a huge, unexpected disappointment because we dominated the game."
Godomsky also felt the Mules outplayed

their opponents as well.
"We out-shot them and had more penalty
strokes. It was a matter of having difficulty getting the belli in the goal,"she said.
Tufts was able to score three of its goals in the
first half, and the final goal came with only 40
seconds left in the game.
"After the goals were scored, Colby's lack of
concentration and mental breakdown were apparent,"said Godomsky.
Colby's next challenge will come on Saturday,when the Mulesplay Wheaton on the road.
Despite its recent disappointments, the team
remains confident in its skill and determined in
its efforts.
"Tufts is a gameweneedto try to learn from ,"
said DeLea. "Against Wheaton, we definitely
need togoouttiierewithsfrongminds and sticks
to demolish them. We're moving on to great
things."
Godomsky also feels success is inevitable if
theteamcanrecovermentally fromits losses and
rise to future challenges.
"Wheaton has alwaysbeen a big game in the
past. Colby needs to moveon and recognizethat
they'rea strong team. With lOgamesremaining,
ifs time to forget about the losses.There are still
Echo ph oto by Leanna Hush
lots of opportunities if we can just get the ball
Kathleen JPigeon '*98 carries the ball upfield during the game against Tufts.
rolling,"she saidO
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Water Polo, Fenci ng, Ultimate Fri sbee see partici pation soar
""""

BY DOUG COMEAU
Contributing Writer

Water Polo
The Colby water polo team embarks on a
journey this year to try and improve on last
year's sub-par season. The Mules enter this
week with an undefeated record after their
12-5 thrashing of rival Bates last Wednesday.
Led by co-captains Peter Bowden '98 and
Alan Kennedy '98 and Assistant Professor of
Classics Kerill O'Neill,the Mules have added
an arsenal of more than 30 players to the
roster.
This is indicative of the growing popularity of a previously lesser-known sport, according to Kennedy. The added depth on the
roster allows the Mules to shuffle their line-

youth movement on the team.Nine first-year
students stand out as the future of the young
Mules.
For the underclassmen, Bowden and
Kennedy lead the enormous pack of returning sophomores. First-time player Matt King
'98 looks to become one of the team leaders in
goals, while the line-up of Scott Bridgman
'98, Clay Houchin '98 and Matt D'Urso '98
look to improve on strong seasons in 1994.
Geoff Herrick '98, Kevin Fontanella '98,
Sara Rigelhaupt '98 and starter Alice Wong
'98 will prove to be valuable assets towards
the team's depth and scoring punch.
Returning seniors and juniors add some
veteran firepower to the young Mule lineup.
Chris Greenfield '96 and Eric Gordon '96 add
powerful shots to the Mule's offense. Sam
Hainer '96 and Pete Nealis '97 also provide
leadership the young team benefits from.
Theteam,which plays in the Eastern Water
Polo Association, must place in the top four
out of eight teams in order to qualify for the
season-ending NCAA Tournament.at Williams College. Other teams includeboth Bates,
Bowdoin, and three separate squads from
Dartmouth.
This weekend, Colby traveled to
Dartmouth for its first tournament of the year
and finished 1-3. The Mules will play their
second tournament at Bates over fall break.
"We are looking forward to improve over
last year's record," said Kennedy.

Fencing

Echo pho to by Merritt Duff
John Doyle '99 plays ultimate frisbee.
up more often and find the right combination
that could lead them to the top of the Eastern
Water Polo Association.
"We want to introduce the sport of water
polo to as many new players as"we can,"said
Bowden. "At thesame time,wehope to qualify
for the [NCAA] championship ."
The Mules could be looking forward towards many seasons of success due to the
u **iHnW-M

Following an undefeated season last year,
the fencing team looks to continue its winning streak while building a young nucleus
for the years to come.
Mark House '97 , the veteran leader of the
club, has built the team from scratch over the
course of three years. Last year,a truly educational year for most fencers, was spent practicing until thefinal tournament of the year in
May. The Mules ended up winning the tournament,thereby establishing their undefeated
status. This year includes many more matches,
including two major tournaments.
The team itself has been expanded. More
than 20 people attend nightly practices,while
a few other teammates come every other night.
All of the fencers now exhibit the skills necessary for a tournament win, according to
House. House still welcomes new partici-
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Ultimate Frisbee
The Ultimate Frisbee team opens a new
year* with many new faces on a revamped
team. Chris Sullivan '97 organizes the squad,
which looks to occasionally enter tournaments
in order to stay competitive.

look for Men 's r ug by , Women 's rttgby
and the Woodsmen 's team in next week's
issue.
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BREAK THE PIZZA HABIT

AUTHENTIC HUNAN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

FRE E DELIVERY *

DINE-IN SUN-THUR - 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
;

*-]

PURE VEG. OIL

MON - THUR - 11-9 pm
CALL V^S^r^N
FRI & SAT - 11-10 pm
f i W ^iV
V ^J
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Currently, the team plays for fun, recreation and exercise from 4 to 6 p.m. daily in
front of the Lunder House. Since only six
players are legally on the field at a time for
each team, the Mules have enough participants to field at least 6 teams.
Team members like to enjoy themselves
and also enjoy the competition, according to
Sullivan.
"The main goal this year, as opposed to
last year,remains keeping the enthusiasm all
year and see a consistent effort from everyone," he said. Sullivan said that last year the
Mules started off with a large squad , but
participation dwindled in the spring to approximately 10 people. He wants this year to
be different, and feels that a consistent effort
is needed.
Colby participates in the Ultimate Player's
Association and the team traveled to Bowdoin
this weekend for a tournament. The squad
hopes to compete in more tournaments over
the course of the year,according to Sullivan.Q

pants to go to practice and learn the art of
fencing.
House has also developed a page on the
Colby's world wide web server to introduce
and update more interested people. Every
practice involves the training of new recruits,
most of whom have no prior fencing experience before joining the team.
Kenan Cooper '99,who fenced whileat St.
John's Prep in Danvers, MA, brings experience and depth to the squad, according to
House.
The Mules will travel to the New England
Championships on October 29 and have also
p lanned meets against the University of
Maine-Augusta and Bates. House said that
the Mules would accept any other challengers in the future, and the team is prepared to
face quality opponents.
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Mark House '97, president of the fencing club.
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Women's soccer
still undefeated.
See page 13.

Mission accomplished: Colby beatsTrinity
Middlebur y
the next test
for football

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor

Revenge. Sweet revenge.
A Trinity field goal with four seconds
remaining beat the Mules in what turned out
to be their only loss of the 1994 season. This
year it was Colby's turn.
Colby quarterback PJ. Matson '97, in his
first college start, eluded Bantam defenders
to find Brett Nardini '96 in the end zone for
the winning touchdownwith only 43seconds
remaining. The nine-yard TD pass came on a
crucial fourth-and-four situation with Colby
trailing 11-7.
With that touchdown, Colby managed to
win its first season opener in 21 years. It was
the first time the Mules have defeated Trinity
in the last eight meetings between the teams.
"It's an incredible feeling," said captain
Kevin Pirani '96. "It's something we've been
looking forward to for the entire year."
"I was really proud of our team, the way
they responded,"said Head Coach Tom Avistin. "They give us effort and they just keep
play ing no matter what the score. In the type
of league we're in, that's so balanced, those
are two key ingredients."
The final drive for the Mules began with
6:37 remaining from Colby 's own 10 yard
line. On a second-and-ten situation with under two minutes left,Jerrod DeShaw '97 made
a leaping 19-yard grab near the sideline to put
the Mules on the 16 yard line. Four plays later,
Nardini managed to hang on to the touchdown catch despite being hit from both sides
as the ball arrived.
The game turned out to be a battle of the
defenses. Trinity only managed 210 yards of
total offense while Colby was only slightly
better at 214. The Mules' attack was hurt by
the absence of fullback Brad Smith '96 who is
still nursing a pulled hamstring.
Colby gained 52 yards rushing on 29 carries. Lawaun Curry '97 led the squad with 37
yards on 15 carries.
The passing attack saw excellent performances from several players. Matson was 18
of 30 for 162 yards, one touchdown and one
interception. Nardini hauled in 10 passes for
a combined 60 yards , including the decisive
touchdown.

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
Sports Editor
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Dan Gage '99 makes a run f o r it.
DeShaw filled in a huge hole for the Mules
at wide receiver. The position was left completely barren due to the graduation of four
receivers last year. He caught six passes for 80
yards, and he made spectacular grabs in crucial situationswhich led to Colby 's two touchdowns.
"I think Jerrod DeShaw really picked it
up and emerged as a leader," said Pirani.
"Basicall y, the passing attack kept us in the
game, with great protection from our offensive line."
"While we struggled running the football,
our offensive line made PJ. Matson's debut a
very solid one," said Austin. In 30 passing
attempts, the Mules surrendered only one
sack.
"There was good energy out there," said
Matson. "Brett was helping me out by getting
open and Jerrod had great catches at key
times. The line out there gave me a lot of

Bring 'em on

time."
Defensively, the Mules had little trouble
containing the Trinity offense. The Bantams
run the Whig T, which uses change of direction to try and throw off the defense.
Colby took the ball away from its competitors four times, on three fumble recoveries
and an interception. The Mules also managed
three sacks and limited Trinity to three offensive points. The Bantams' touchdown came
on an interception return.
Several experienced players stepped up
for Colby on defense. Pirani had 11 tackles
and knocked down three passes. Linebacker
Andy Drude '98 had 12 tackles of his own and
two fumble recoveries. Free safety Ken Wilson '96 led the secondary, and the team, with
13 tackles.
"Our defensive line got some good penetration and our defensive backs played well
and prevented anything deep,"said Pirani.Q

For the first time in 20 years, the Colby
football team will be going into the second
game of its season with a winning record.
After squeaking by Trinity last week,
the Mules will leave the friendly confines
of Seaverns Field and travel to take on
Middlebury this Saturday. Colby beat the
Panthers last year, 37-33.
Historically, games between these two
teams are very close. In six of the last eight
years, the contest has been decided by a
margin of victory under five points. Despite all the excitement surrounding the
Trinity game, the Mules immediately began to focus on the Panthers.
"The next test is how well we can put
[the Trinity game] behind us," said Head
Coach Tom Austin. "We have to have
short memories."
"It'sa long season,"said captain Kevin
Pirani '96. "We know we have to keep up
the intensity."
Middlebury lost to Wesleyan 28-20 in
its season opener.The Panthers weredown
21-6 at the half and managed to score two
touchdowns in the fourth quarter to tighten
the contest.
The Middlebury offense runs the option and does so with good results, based
on last weeks statistics. Running back
Terrance Bradford gained 100 yards on 21
carries and quarterback Scott Tokrywa
added 117 yards on 13 carries. The Panthers had 358 yards in total offense.
"We need to work 6n our perimeter
game, because that's where they focus,"
said Austin. "We certainly have to control
those two rascals on offense. "
see MIDDLEDURYon p age 11

Tennis beats Tuf ts , looks to Amhers t
BY JOEL GROSSBARD
Contributing Writer

The Colby women's tennis team
has been developing a pattern in
this young season. It involves winning, and winning with ease.
The pattern continued last Saturday, as they defeated a strong
Tuft's squad 7-2. In doing this, the
team extended its match win streak
to an unprecedented 13.
"This is a huge win," said Jessie
And erson '98. "I went into the match
thinking that we had a chance to
win, but I was surprised that we
beat them so handily. This is the
best team I have ever been a part of ,
as we are young and very strong."
"We went into the season knowing that our two biggest matches
would be Tufts and Bowdoin,"said

co-captain Sarah Ummel '97. "Now
that we have accomplished one of
these goals, it is one down and one
to go. So far this season,we have hit
the ball with a lot of sauce."

The weather conditions last Saturday were not ideal for playing
tennis, and Head Coach Joh n Illig
took this into consideration.
"The conditions were tough, as
there was extreme wind, but we
handled it very well," said Illig.
The team got off to a great start
against the Jumbos. The Mules
swept all three doubles matches,
although each match remained veiy

close. The no. 1 doubles team of
Anderson and Heidi Tyng '99
posted an impressive 8-6 victory
over a talented Tuft's duo. Anderson and Tyng improved to 3-0 this
season.
The pair played in two doubles
tournaments together in Cape Cod
this summer to help prepare for the
fall season.
The no. 2 doubles team of Kim
Cheah '99 and Ummel won its match
by a score of 8-5. They are 2-0 this
season.
Courtney M arum '96 and co-captain Rachel Kleinman '96, who play
at no. 3 doubles, won their match 86. In addition, Sonia Totten '98, who
played as high as four in singles last
~
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year, and Lindsay Hayes '99 won in
No. 1 singles pla yer Kim Cheah in the Maine State
an exhibition match.
tournament on Tuesday *
see TENNISon p age 11

